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ABSTRACT
A oneltwo-diinensional. quasi-bteady heat-and-mass transfer model is presented to describe
gas-sprinkler interaction. The spray droplet dynamics in gas flow is accounted for in heat
transfer by introducing the droplet residential time into droplet number density. The model is
capable. therefore. of simulating gas cooling effects in terms of sprinkler locations I-elative to
fire source, initial droplet angles, velocities and droplet diameters. It is also capable of
estimating the droplet evaporation rate and influence of gas flow parameters, such as velocity
direction and magnitude, temperature and initial relative humidity. With combination of
droplet dynamics and heat-mass transfer, an optimal droplet diameter is defined ir: g a
cooling. The sensitivity of the spray model to the initial droplet angle. number of droplet
trajectories to represent the sprinkler spray. droplet diameter distribution and relative firesprinkler locations. has been demonstrated. Finally, a one-trajectory, single-size droplet model
is adopted. Gas cooling rates calculated with this model and penetration predictions are
compared with experimental data and other s~mulationsfrom the literature.
KEYWORDS: Spray model, relative fire-sprinkler locations, optimal diameter. residential
time.
INTRODUCTION
A \ i t is classified by Pep1 [ I ] , there are three possible sprinkler performance objectives: fire

\uppression, i.e. sharp reduction in the rate of heat release with no re-growth: extinguishment.
i.c. complete suppression of a fire with no burning combustibles; and, control. i.e. limiting the
fire growth by controlling gas temperature. The most important mechanism by which water
sprays are believed to act to suppress a fire is heat extraction. Other mechanisms in fire-
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sprinkler interaction are oxygen displacement by steam, direct in~pingenientand wetting and
cooling of the c o m b u t i b l e j . In a number of cases reported in tlie literat~~re.
fire i ~ ~ p p r e s s i o n
or extlnguishmenr was i~nder-predicted.In other words, computational time of i ~ ~ p p r e i \ i o n
was much slio~-te~.
than achieved experimentally [?I. There arc also cxses whcre sprinkleh
were unable to suppresj fire. even though they colnplied uith sprinkler performance
r e q ~ ~ i r e ~ n e n t sUn\~iccessful
.
use of steal11 for f ~ r eprotection on marine vessels at the
beginning of the century was also reported [ I ] . All these cases indicate that there is no
~~nifbrm
a n s a e r yet on how sprinklers act in different situatio~ls.and how the different
mechanisms of suppression contribute to the overall resulilt. However, the main factors that
affect fire-sprinkler interaction are known 13. 4, 51 as the following: the discharge rate of
water, mean droplet diameter. fire size. relative location of the fuel and ventilation conditions.
Tlie present .<tudy is an attempt to explain how and why these factors act. and how sensitive
the total cooling i j to each of these factol-a.

hIODEI, DESCRIPTION
In order to obtain tlie droplet trajectories and velocities in two-di~nensionalgas-droplet flow.
the equations of motion were integrated over the droplet path. The \elution is based on a
Langrangian appl-onch. and the forth order Runge-Kutta jcheme is w e d for integration. The
model allowed any gas velocity profile to be included. as well as droplet initial size and
j'elocity distribution. Since experimental data on droplet trajectories is riot available, the
comparison has been made and agreement obtained with numerical resul~ltsof different authors
16, 71.
Tlie heat transfer equation for colnpletely mixing. isothermal droplets [S. 91 can be written as
l'ollows:

where SQ,,,,,,. 6Q,,. 6Qr.,d are the heat transfer rates to droplets transferred by convection.
evaporation and Stefan-Boltzmann radiation [S], respectively. The assuniption of isother~nal
clroplets with low thermal resistance is reasonable for the values of Biot nuinber iBi) less than
unity [ l o ] . For tlie range of the investigated sprinkler-gas parameters, Bi was calculated to be
less than I 0.'.
The fraction of radiation in Equation ( I ) was estimated for the highest values of the gas
temperatnre in hot layer at the lnolnent of sprinkler activation (250-30O0C), and it was found
not to exceed few percent of the total heat transferred.
As s ~ ~ m ~ n a r i zine dReference1 l where the spray beliaviour in gas flow is studied, the main
properties of the droplet liquid phase that affect droplet behavior and spray thermal
performance are: I ) droplet size: 2 ) droplet velocity: 3 ) droplet location and 4) number of
droplets in a given control volume (or droplet number density).

Sensitivity Analysis
Tlie total droplet ni~mber,N, is proportional to dl-oplet resiciential time.

?,I, and

droplet Inass

fraction. t;,: N a Zf,,~,,dI , where d is the droplet d ~ a n ~ e t eThe
r . surface area of a \ingle ciroplet
1s proportional to t12. Therefore. for the mono-disperse spray\ with equal tli\chnrge rates, a
comparative sti~ciycan be based on r,,d I . The objecti\e\ of thi\ \ectton arc to analyze the
re\ults of inodelling under different initial conditions and to under>tand the \en\~tlvityof the
model to the Input parameters. before c o n c l u i o n \ are made ahout sprinkler thermal
performance.
sprinkler head
locations

FIGURE 1. Kzl;~tivrfire-sprinkler locations. Gab velocity \,ector is shown by f~lledclrrow head\.
111 thiq study. gas flow is represented by three parameters: the gas temperature. specific
humidity. and uniform velocity. Three cases of gas lnovernent are discussed: horizontally
moving hot layer (Location 1 ), plume turning point where gas velocity vector has equal
horizontal and upward vertical components (Location 2 ) . and uprising fire plume (Location
31. The ceiling jet is not included at this stage. Locations I to 3 are illustrated in Figur-e 1 .

For the sensitivity analysis, the heat-and-mass transfer nod el was simplified to a onedimensional one-step model. The time step is the time interval over which a droplet interacts
with gas f l o ~ .Depending on the control volume size. the time step can be either the total
droplet residential time, or a reasonable fraction of it for convergence. The total droplet
re\idential time is obtained from the solution of the two-dimensional equations of droplet
motion within a given control volume for each representative droplet in the spray [6, 71.
Friction drag and gravily forces are taken into account. The droplet residential time is limited
either by the hot layer depth (Location I ). or by the natural boundaries. such as ceiling or wall
( L o c a t i o n 2 and 3). Based on the droplet residential times, the number of droplets and total
y , heat transfer equations can be solved.
\pray i n t e r f ~ ~ ccan
e be calculated, and ~ ~ b s e q u e n t l the
The gas I I I ~ S St'lo\v Irate through the sprinkler spray is taken as the product of g a velocity and
\pray raclinl cro\s-section. sirnilas to the approach given by Cooper [ I ? ] .

Ilroplet residential times and number density. A discussed previo~~sly.the droplet
residential time appears in heat-transfer equations to calculate the total number of droplets.
The droplet resitiential time is the comrnon parameter between droplet dynamics and heat
tran\fcr. \vhich join\ these two sets of calculations. A sLi1nm:u.y is given in Table I of the

rcidcntial lime\ 01' d~fferentdiametci. iiroplct\ di\chiirjictl at the three location\ nlci~tionctl
h
anjilc of 6X
Thc
above. S p r a y at-e repre\cnted by a \rngIe trajector) ~ ~ ant initial
rnagiiitude of f a \ velocity is ?mi\ in all c a w \ .

TABLE 1. Rerdential tiines ( \ ) for 0.8m dihtance (or until droplet\ h i t the ce~liiip)for d~t'fel-rrlt
droolet dianleterh, initial dl-ovlet velocity of .iin/\, droplet iiiit~alanirle of 68" and total water inn\\
flo~vI-ateof 1.81 h$\. Ga\ \'elocity is 21n/\.
LOC 1
120C 2
I,OC 3

At Location 3, droplets of 0.5 mln diameter are nearly su\pended in n 21nis updraft ga\ flow.
;ind the drag and gravity forces on each droplet balance each other. In this case. droplet\
move very slowly. atid residential time is very l i i ~ h In
. fact. the residential tirne ~r,ouldgo lo
infinity, if there i \ no connection between droplet evaporation and droplet motion. Thi\
phenomenon was mentioned by Gardiner [9] when the author referred to the ballistic
calculations of Lapple and Shepherd [13]. For slnall droplet\ (0.2-0.3 inin). the residential
times and the product (r,lil.') are much smaller when they are discharged in updraft ga\ flow
(Location 3) in con1pasison with horizontal g a flow (Location I ) . I f droplets inovc In
-')
as the d ~ a m e t e rincreases. If the tlsoplets arc
horizo~ltalgab flow. the product ( T , ~ C Idecreases
~iischarged against gas flow (Location 3). then val~reof (rtld ' ) hiisply inci-eases as the
iliameter clecreae\ down to ;I critical \,slue. u'hich depends on the ~nagnitudeof ~ ~ p x a gas
rd
\elocity. For example, for 2mIs of upward plume velocity. the critical diameter is about 0.5
mm; whereas for Imis, it is about 0 . 3 nim. Thus, a critical dia~neterdivides the droplet
discharge to two parts. Larger droplets are capable of penetrating the vertic;~lly moving
plume. Sini~llerdroplets are diverted. and they fail to penetrate the fire. Hence, under certain
conditions. fine sprays can be less effective In comparison with large droplet sprays due to
lower values of ( ~ , ~ d This
' ) . result agrees with the experi~nentalobservation j 141 that water
droplets of average diameter 0.3 mln could not penetrate to a fire base.

Ilroplet initial aneles. The repre\entation of sprinkler by one trajectory sho~lldbe based on a
reasonable value of the initial angle. There is no uniform answer in the literature on how real
sprinklers have to be represented, 11s well a how the number of trajectories affect the results.
Some authors repl.eserit sprinklers by one initial angle [IS. 161 ( u a ~ ~ a l l ey ~. t h e r45" or 90").
and one diarneter [ l j , 171. others Lise froin few [9] to few hundreds of discrete trajectorres
[I81 with discrete initial angles and with either one droplet diameter or a diameter
distribution. A review of different sprinkler I-epresentation~is given in Rcferc.iicc 19. In mo\t
the totill f'lo\+, rate is assirmed to be uniformly distributecl among the discrete
calctrl;~tio~ls,
nuinher of initial ar~glcs.

In the pre\cnt \ t ~ ~ d ythe
. results of heat and Inass transfer calculation\ based on spray
representations froni I to 30 discrete trajectories have been compared for discharge angles
hetween -90" and 90". The sensitivity to the number of trajectories was found to be higher at
Loc;~tio~i
3, since 21 this locatio~ithe residential t i m e and trajectories are affected more by the
initial droplet angles. However, i t has been concluded that at Locations I and 3 , a total of 719 trajectories is \ufficient. In fact. one trajectory with an initial angle of 45" can be u e d to
I-eprexiit a spray in a horizontal gas flow. if the droplet diameter distribution consists of 0.5
mm.0.7 inm and I niln droplets of mass fractions 25% -50'3-25% of the total. respectively.
For Location 3 (upward Inovlng plu~ne),the spray can be sepresentect by a single trajectory of
30". The di\ isiori to hundreds of tl-ajectories for. heat transfer calculations is not necessary.
c\pecially if a c o a n c spray is being considered.
Thc \en\~tivityof the droplet I-esidential time\ to the initial angles has also been investigated
based on droplct dynamics. Subsequently. the influence of the droplet initial angles on
\prinkler thermal performance has been evaluated. In Table 2, the convective cooling rate of
a \vater spray is given in terms of the different initial discharge angles. The results are listed
Sol- t\vo different locations. In each case, the spray is represented by one droplet diameter (as
d i s c ~ ~ s s eind the next sectic~n)and one initial angle (one trajectory spray). The values of initial
g a temperature. 99.5". hot layer depth, 0.8m. and water mass flow rate. 1.84 kg/s, correspond
to the experimental values of Gardiner [9] (p.165). The gas velocity is 2mIs. One
experimental result from Reference 9 is also included in the last column of Table 2 for
comparison. Altho~lghthis colnparison is complicated by the lack of experiniental input
pal-ameters and details of measurements, the experimental convective coolilig rate is within
the same order of magnitnde as the calculated values.
TABLE 2. Convec~ivcheat absorption rnte. LW. of the .;pray\. repre.;ented by one diameter (0.7mrn)
and one initial anglc taken to the vel-ticcrl.The residential times are calculated for Locatiolia I and 3.
Water tila\.; tlow I.;rle. fa\ veloc~tyand initial temperatul-e are the same as in Table I .

Initial droplet angle to vertical (")

Expcri~ncntal

PI
Con\ecti\e
heat
absorbed
(k\V)

Location
3
Location
1

0"

45"

68"

YO"

78

122

158

223

60

77

94

125

157

Within the same location. the spray heat absorption rate is sensitive to the tlischarge angle,
\ince the residential times arc sensitive to it. The sensitivity to discharge angle, in practice
means that different shape of spray cones. (holloh or filled, narrow or broad. etc.) affect
sprinkler thermal effectiveness. Therefore, spray cone shape needs co~lsiderationin sprinkler
design.

Xlean droplet diameter. The effect of droplet diameter d~\trihution,fLi.on total \urfuce area
a 0.7 rnn-di;irnetcr droplct \PI-ny. and a spray
L V ~ S\tildied h a d on n comp~lrison of
consisttng of 0.5 mm. 0.7 m m and I nirn droplet\ of Inas\ fl-actiorl\ 25% -50%-35% of thc
total. ~.espectively. For this case. tlie total tlroplet s~11.facearea \ \ a s approximately the same
for both the single diameter spray and the 3-droplet diametel- one. A s ~ m i l a rconclusion wa\
reached hy No\ozhilov c,t (11 20 I-egarding"rea\onable iilsellsitivity" of tile CFD pred~ctionato
the type of droplct diameter di\tribution. especially for coafic s p r a y .
Consecl~~ently.
;I \pray represented by one mean droplet diameter anti one triijcctory is l~setito
\ I L I I ~ the
~
important role of droplet size in \prinkley thcrl-iial performance. The lack of
experinientnl nleasurements of heat absorption doe\ not allow direct coinparison with
experiment. Ho\\c\rer. the comparison with heat transfer calculatio~ls In ternis of spray
cooling rates 1211. gas and water teinpelxtures [22] ha\'e shown reasonable q~~alitati\'c
itgreelnent [6. 71

Prediction of Optimal Ilroplet Diameter
The spray chiiructeristic that is ~rsuallyvaried in practice to achieve sprinkler performance
objectives, is thc water discharge rate. T o illustrate the effect of this parameter in
combination with different mean droplet cliameters. the resiilts of heat transfer calculation\ at
Locatlon 3 are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The \slues of discharge rates are taken from
t velocity) is chosen a\ the most critical.
Gardiner's work [9]. Location 3 (the ~ ~ p d r a fgas
where small droplet., can be bloivn away and contribute little to heat transfer. In Figure 2. the
discrete calculateci point\ are joined by 5traight lines. showing a peak value ol'cooling rate for
0.5 Inm d i a i ~ ~ e t e As
r . show11 in this figure. the sprinkler effectivenes\ can be achleved by
changing either thc water discharge rate or the tlroplet diameter, when they are treated as
independent p;lranleLc~-\. The gas coolilig rate by large droplets is relatively low and
inscnsiti\e to the droplet diameter. Therefore, large-dl-opiet sprinklers are not effective in g a
coolirlg. hut they can be used for fuel wetting and cooling. Iri the !range of 0.3-0.7 lnln droplet
diameter\. tlie gas cooling rate is much Illore \ensitive to dl-oplet diameter than to \prinkler
discharge rntc. In t h ~ srange, effecti\,e cooling can be achieved by choo\ing the appl-opriate
droplet diamcter with a minimal flow rate of water. This result is also confirmed in Figure 3
that clearly \how$ the existence of an optim'il con~binntionof Inean droplet diiumeter anti
\rater Clow ratc. In Illis figure. the flow I-ate needed to absorb 100 kW and 300 kW i \ plotted
ag:~inst mean droplct tlia~neter. The ~ninirnumof the c u r v e in Figure 3, correspond to the
t i m e range of optimum droplet diameters as given for the ~naximurncooling rates in Figure 2.
The closer the diameters to the critical value, the less flow rate is needed to provide the same
cooling rate. due to high dl.oplet residential times. If the diameters are too small and their
1.eide11tial times are too short, more water is needed to pro\'ide the same heat ah5orption rate.
The type of relation\hip plotted in Figurc 3 is a conventional wny of tiescribing sprinkler
performance for tlic~.maleffectiveness. Most of the work\ in fire-\prirlklcr interaction try to
n t 5. 231 and
predict or measure the minimal di\chargc rate needed for e x t i n g ~ ~ i c l ~ m e13,
q~r;ilitatively look like thc right half of tlie t \ \ o ciir\i.\ giveri in Figi~re3. I t i \ difficult to
prokidc qu;~ntitati\,ecornpal-is011 with these data. \ince the clear criteria of c ~ t i l l g ~ ~ ~ s h r i i e n t
~ ~ s ~ ~are
a l not
l y given.
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/

"

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

Mean Droplet Diameter (mm)
FIGURE 2. Effect of \pray diameter and dischal-pe flow rate on convecti\'e heat ab\o~-ptionrale. The
u111fo1-m
vet.tical gab \,rlocity i.; 21n/\. The sprinklel-discharge I-atesare listed as numbered. Locat~on3
i\ cho\eii a\ the most critical.

The figures based on calculations with a clear ~ninilnumand two branches sirnilar to those
plotted in Figure 3 were first published by Ball and Pietrzak [4] in 1978. One of the figures
taken from Pietrzak and Johanson [ 5 ] is reproduced in Figure 4 for comparison. In this figure,
the successful combination is given of water delivered density and mean droplet diameter in
controlling fire. The curve for 0% ffuel exposure to water. which involves only gas cooling,
has a clear ~ninitnumin water flow rate correspondilig to the optimal droplet diameter, in
agreement with the present results. Of the three curves giver) in Figure 4. only this one can be
compared with the present gas cooling ~.esults.Because of the lack of gas and sprinkler input
parameters. the results given by Pietrzak and Johanson [5] can not be compared quantitatively
with the present calculations for Location 3. Although the curve for 50% exposure in Figure 4
also has a m i n i m u ~ n the
, optimal diameter is not as obvious. The !OO% fuel exposure curve
has no minilnu~n,and it is insensitive to droplet diameter\ of 0.4 mm and larger. Hence, the
larger the diameter. more likely i t is for the spray or the fraction of spray to reach and cover
the fuel. providing suppression regardless the droplet diameter. These conclusions do not
e
contradict the pl-cent results, but only highlight that fuel coverage and s ~ ~ r f a ccooling
mechanisms should also be studied. The unique results given by Pietrzak er (11. [4. 51 do not
contain quantitative comparison with experimental results, but only a general discussion is
provided. Similar to the present work, a fire was represented in Reference 5 by a uniform
updraft gas velocity. and qualitative agreement with experimental data of water miat is
reported. The zone model developed. Fire Demand (FD), is for the mal~ualextinguishment of
post-flashover f i r e .
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FIGURE 3. V a r i ~ ~ t i oof~ lthe sprinkler discharge rate with the .;pray n~eandroplet diameter for two
cotl\,ective heat tr;~tl\ferI-ates: 100 kW (curve I ) and 300 kW (curve 2). The environmental cotidi~ion\
atid my c I i ~ u c t ~ t s t iare
c \ the \rime as it1 Figure 2.
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FIGURE 4. Successful combinations in controlli~igfire of mean droplet diameter and water delivered
denaity (Figul-e 3 of Pietrzah and Johanson [S]). 0% exposure curve corresponds ro the pi-esent results
given in F~gurlt3.
Based o n thc r c u l t s obtained. an explanation is also possible of some of the experilnental
r e s ~ ~ lin
t \ the wcll-known work of Kung [23] in the extinguiqhment of a room fire by sprinkler
sprays. The results obtained by Kung showed high sensitivity of fire extinguishment to the
sprinkler activation time. For example. a sprinkler with the same water dischasge rate (0.448
kgls) and mean droplet diameter (0.155 tnm) led to extinguishment if it was activated i n 60s.

ant1 Failed to extinguisli fire if i t was activateti 111 75s. This result can he explained a\ f o l l o ~ ~ \ .
S i ~ i c eheat r e l e u e rxte ( H R R ) of fire hefore sprinkler acti\ation is reportetl to be about 1.5
tinies greater in the latter case in comparison with the e~u'lieracti\'ation. the gas veloclt)
t . tlroplcts coultl
\vIiich is proportiori;~l to HRR"'. must have hecn also higher. A\ a r e a ~ ~ lthe
not reach the fire h a w . In Figure 2. the later ;~ctivationwo~iltlhave the el'fect of shifting the
peak of heat abol-ption curves to the right due to the h ~ g h e gr a \'elocity.
In order to have the global picture reflect~ngthe history of fire-sprinkler interaction inclutling
fire \uppression untl extinguishment. the developed \pray cooling ~ n o d c lhas been co~nhined
1211 as a sub-iiiodel with the NRCC-VUT (National Research Council. Canada - Victori;~
Univel-sity of Technology) one-zone model [251. The zone iiiotlel a i l o \ ~ sthe inclusion of
s cooling, oxygen
relative sprinkler location. and its effect can be estimated. It also ; ~ l l o ~ vgas
replacement and fuel cooling and coverage to he calculated.

Stability of Hot Layer after Sprinkler Activation
From a nio~nentuniconservation point of view, a group of decelerating droplets can have a
significant effect on the gas flow causing i t to accelerate if their ~noriientum drop 1s
significant [22]. If the droplets' mornenturn does not change, they still affect gas flow due to
the non-slip condition and resultant drag force [26]. The criterion of layer stability sugge\ted
by Bullen [IS] is ba\ed on the Drag-to-Buoyancy Ratio, DIB. D equals to the vertical
component of the drag force experienced by moving droplets. B is proportional to the ratio of
the gas temperature rise above the ambient to ambient temperature anti to the gas volume
contained in the spray cone: DIB = O.~X{C~~AV,,I'}I[(T,,,,,,-T,,I)~
1bo1 /T,,I]. where C1, is the
friction drag coefficient [22]: A is the droplet projected area: r ~ is~the
i gas voliime confinetl
within the spray; V,,l is the relative velocity between each droplet and gas: T,:,,,, and T.,,,,h are
the maxirnu~ntemperature within the control volurne (e.g. the hot layer temperature before
sprinkler acti\'ation) and reference ambient temperature. respectively. The suiii~nation15 over
all clroplets within the control volume. In the present study, b y dividing the horizontally
lnoving hot layer into five conditional sublayers. the Drag-to-Buoyancy Ratio distribution
across the layer was calculated for each sublayer. The control volume was taken as the
volurne of a cylinder with height equal to the sublayer depth. and diameter of spray cone at
the given height. The time interval corresponded to the droplet residential time in each
sublayer. Along the droplet trajectory, gas temperature was calculated based on new
residential times in each sublayer. The DIB ratio distributions across the hot gas layer for
three one-size droplet sprays are plotted in Figure 5. The droplet diameters of 0.5, 0.7 and 1.5
lnln were investigated. The trend of the curves is similar for different diameters: the closer
the distance to the sprinkler head, the higher is the DIB ratio. A si~nilarpattern was
mentioned by Lani [27] in his CFD study of fire-sprinkler interaction. For the same water
flow rate, the DIB ratio is much higher for the small droplets. especially at the beginning, in
co~nparisonwith large droplets. The reason is that srnaller the diameter. greater the tlroplet
concentration within a given gas volutne, and consequently, larger is the total drag force. The
DIB ratio for the three sprays is much higher than unity at the two sublayers closer to the
sprinkler head. Further away, DIB falls below unity. These results confirm the suggestion of
Lam [27] that the ~isualcalculation of the DIB ratio for the entire hot layer is not appropriate
to characterize the layer stability. The stability of hot layer can be disturbed at a certaiii
distance below the sprinkler head, and downward move~nent can initiate. This distance

depeiid\ on til-oplet cliameter ant1 :a\ e'tcei\ive temperature. anci i t I \ ;I re\i~Irol' he lb~ilnncc
hctneen two force.
clroplet drag force ancl f a \ buoyancy confinetl 111lo\]Ira> cone. A
\ i ~ n ~ lcoricl~~\ioris
a~.
can be found i i i Rcfercncc 17. A \ I [ \\as \hewn earl~erby rile authol-\ 171.
a \tability of hot laycr may also be tlisturbed by the negatlvc buoyancy phenomenon. \\.Ilich I \
caused hy a no~i-t~niforiii
g a cooling w ~ t h ~the
n hot layer hy sprinklel- \pray.
-

Layer number from ceiling (0.25m each layer depth)
FIGURE 5. The Drag-to-Buoyancy ratio distribution ac~.os\the hot gas layer. Initial gai temperature
ia 99.S°C. Water mass flow rate 1s 1.84 kgs '. Three droplet dianieten are co~i\iderctl.a\ ~nd~cated.
Location 1 i \ where hot layer lowering can be obsel-ved.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of thij study can be summarizetl as follows:

1. The ratio of droplet residential time to droplet diameter. ( t d d - ' ) .defines spray cooling
effectiveness. This governing parameter also links droplet dynamics and heat transfer.
2. The relative location of fire source and sprinkler head plays an important role in heat
transfer. There are three main pendant sprinkler locations relative to fire which coincide with
the three zones in a fire environment: upward moving fire plume, turning region and
horizontal hot gas layer.
3. There is an optimal diameter in gas cooling by water spray, which provides the same
cooling effect with lni~ii~nurn
q~iantityof water. This diameter. discharged at Location 3 (just
above the plume) corresponds to the balance of gravity and drag forces, which resu!ts in a
significant residential time and con5iderable heat transfer.
4. The major contribution to fire-spri~iklerinteraction cornes from convective heat transfer.
and this mode is responsible for gas cooling. Under standard sprinkler activation conditions.
radiation heat exchange rate between gas and droplets does not exceed few percent of the total
heat transfer rate.
5. The effect of discharge angle on heat transfer effectiveness \va\ fount1 to be significant.
especially ~ ~ n d certain
er
circumstances. If a sprinkler is discharged above the fire (Location

3). a ii;lrrow \priiy iiiigle I \ preferred for ftne \pray\. A hro;~cler\pray angle I \ iiiose efrccli\c
for coar\e \pray\.
6. The stability of tlie hot layer after \pl-lnkler actl\,ation i \ anal).zeil In Ic.i.iii\ of drng-tohiroyancy (DIB) ratio ilistrihution acl-oss the l a e r rather thaii on one \;llue for the entire layer.
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